
Close Up
From an intellectual reflection to an 
aesthetic silhouette. While designing a new 
door handle for one of his own projects, 
Glenn Sestig  came up with the ’Close Up’ 
series as a complete handcrafted collection 
of architectural hardware. He created the 
collection based on one archetypical form 
extended into an ergonomic yet elegant 
profile. Due to the combinations of profiles, 
the ’Close Up’ collection, featuring subtle 
and refined detailing, turns out to be both 
timeless and functional.





Door accessories

Lever handle on rose
left or right

BEQU-CLOSEUP
ROSA-STUDIO-C45-A

Lever handle on plate / Thumb turn
left or right

BEQU-CLOSEUP
PLAQ-CLOSEUP-PM
BCON-CLOSEUP
Plate exists in size large (480*45)

Thumb turn / studio rose
left or right

BCON-CLOSEUP
ROSA-STUDIO-C45-A

Door stop

APOR-CLOSEUP

Wall hook for hanger

CROC-CLOSEUP

Door handle

The ’Close Up’ collection is made of solid sanded steel or 
aluminium, with a dark tinted varnish. Other finishes are 
available on demand. We recommend placing the lever 
handle in solid steel on a qualitative lock due to its weight.

handle
D :  65 mm
L: 140 mm
rose: 
45 x 45 x 5 mm

handle
D :  65 mm
L: 140 mm
plate: 
L : 178 mm
W : 45 mm
D : 5 mm

thumb:
L: 30 mm
D : 35 mm
rose:
45 x 45 x 5 mm

H : 30 mm
W : 18 mm
L : 30 mm

L: 32 mm
D : 60 mm

Home accessory



Glenn Sestig Architects is synonymous with contemporary 
chic. The Belgian studio’s approach favours subtle spatial 
luxury, calm, clean forms, material honesty and minimalist 
and modernist influences – all elements that have come to 
define founder Glenn Sestig’s professional path. Sestig is a 
master at impressing in the most sophisticated, unassuming 
way.
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